Domaine 'Le Réviseur' VSOP
£60.00
Vintage:
Bottle Size:

70cl

Alcohol %:

40%

Country:

France

Description:

Old gold in colour with amber tints. The fruity and elegant nose has an
additional touch of spice. The nose evolves to oaky and grilled notes
with more pronounced walnut shell. The palate is full with pleasant
elegance and a clean finish.

Cepages:
Group:

Cognac

Sub group:
Colour:

VSOP

Closure:

Cork

Producer:
Website:
Organic/Bio Status:
Food / cocktail match:
Food / cocktail recipe:
Press
Awards
Other Info:

Cognac Le Riviseur is owned by Francis Abécassis, the owner of Cognac
Leyrat and ABK6. It is a single estate Cognac from the Petite Champagne
region. Abécassis states, 'I am convinced that blending eaux de vie
coming from a Single Estate gives the Cognac inimitable character and
depth. To extract the fruit of my terroirs, I have decided to master each
step of production on our estates. This is why I have built a highly
qualified team whose members fulfill their tasks with the required
skills, care and love.' Cognac Le Riviseur comes exclusively from the
Domaine du Maine Drilhon, a 60 hectare estate in the heart of the Petite

Champagne region. Every step of production is carried out on the estate
to guarantee quality; it is at this unique vineyard that Cognac Le
Reviseur is produced: from grapes to wine, followed by double
distillation and ageing, and finally to blending and bottling.
Characteristic fruitiness allied with exceptional roundness make Le
Reviseur a product both classical and particularly attractive. It is a
Cognac that is very well-known in Scandinavia and Eastern Europe. The
Cognac Le Riviseur VSOP is old gold in colour with amber tints. It has a
fruity and elegant nose with a touch of spice. The nose evolves into oaky
and grilled notes with more pronounced walnut shells. The palate is full
with a pleasant, elegant and clean finish.

